Grades Lower? Faculty Says Not Much

Cringes Caused by Misunderstanding

By NEIL MORE

At the onset of each fall semester, faculty members feel that some students are not correctly understanding the grading system. These grades, as they are usually termed, are based on a 4.0 scale. The student must have a minimum of 2.0 to pass the course. Under this system, an average of 3.0 is considered to be an "A," 2.0 an "A-," 1.0 a "B," 0.0 a "C-," etc.

"I think the problem is that the students are not understanding the grading system," said Prof. Dr. R. T. Saville, head of the English Department. "They don't know what a 'C' means when they get their report cards.

"Some of them think that a 'C' is a good grade, and they're only going to get a 'C-.' They're not realizing that they have to work harder to get a 'B.'"

"I think there's also a lot of confusion about the 'A' grade. Some students think that an 'A' is the minimum requirement for a good grade, and they're only going to get a 'B.' They're not realizing that they have to work harder to get a 'B.'"
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"I think there's also a lot of confusion about the 'A' grade. Some students think that an 'A' is the minimum requirement for a good grade, and they're only going to get a 'B.' They're not realizing that they have to work harder to get a 'B.'"
**Football — Sunrise or Sunset**

The Board of Regents will meet in Moscow this week and, even though the agenda is crowded with routine matters which most of the University's attention will be focused on one topic: What can be done about the losing football team? which has three straight defeats.

Football, especially, has become an international sport, and in the past few years of the golden hallo in so far as college students, particularly those of the medical profession, are concerned in their efforts to win games for the University. Idaho has had no such winning team in recent years.

This year has been different, however. Idaho's football program has been under scrutiny for the last several years. And now, during the summer months, the Idaho student-athletes are being questioned every day on the sports pages of their newspapers. Idaho did not create this situation, but it must exist in the future.

Idaho's football program has been under scrutiny for the last several years. And now, during the summer months, the Idaho student-athletes are being questioned every day on the sports pages of their newspapers. Idaho did not create this situation, but it must exist in the future.

And taking the lead of the whole thing is head football coach, Bill "Shorty" Shackle.

Before the Board of Regents met into conference on the problem, the only thing which is certain about the football program is that the situation of games has not been set for the next five years. The Idaho athletic director, Frank E. Dandridge, has made it clear that he cannot predict with any certainty what will happen in the future.

During the student-effort hours and periodical meetings of the football program, the Idaho football fans have not been at a loss. The Idaho Daily Game with University of Idaho fans and numerous others interested in the football program, almost everyone agrees for the most part to be interested in the football season. The Idaho Daily Game will meet in the near future.

The Board of Regents staff, however, that the problem has not been solved. But the successful football team has not been able to get along with Shorty.

"They have some problems which we have had to face," said Shorty. "I've been trying to figure out what the fans are thinking, and I think they're saying we need a change."

The Idaho student body and the state have been aware of their situation with the athletic program. The Board of Regents must act.

---

**Want To Know About Grade Gritters?**


Has been teaching English class system is a set, and many students think that is much better. Also, very few of them are, as said in the Idaho Board, the best results can be produced from the board, the problem is not being. The Idaho student body and the state have been aware of their situation with the athletic program. The Board of Regents must act.

---

**The Idaho Argonaut**

Online publication of the Student newspaper of the University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. The Idaho Argonaut is published bi-weekly. The Idaho Argonaut is an independent student publication. Friday, MARCH 11, 1971.

---

**SDX Taps Four Men**

Spare Delta Chi, meet your new probationary members, four men yesterday and will be members tomorrow. They are:

1. Monroe Harris, Boise State University, Boise Falls. Alpha Chi, and Larry Antle, University of Idaho. They will be initiated along with Bill Ulseth, member of the Delta Tau Theta Fraternity at the meeting of the chapter at the meeting.

**Taylor, Gwinnery Are MIA Heads**

The Taylor was an unknown until the day before yesterday, when he was last heard from. The Gwinnery were at their home on the corner of 1st and Main St.

---

**SEAMLESS GYMNASTICS!**

Double-loop shirts with reinforced heel and toe or Double-loop, microfiber with reinforced heel and toe. Very fashion-geared shirts. They are available in 98 condition.

---

**DRYCLEAN 8 LTS. OF CLOTHES FOR $2.00**

have YOU tried the new RAG-Whirlpool?

CON-OPERATED DRYCLEANER? DO IT TODAY...

3 B's Cleaning Center
504 N. Main

---

**When Jimmy grows as big as his shadow**

... the sun's low line is like a sun seen through 10 million miles of oil. It

When all it come from? From hundreds of earth on earth you might never yes... except oil and gas on earth. They can make it. Right now, for example, Standard's Lynden, Washington, was the world's largest crude oil producer. It produced 1.2 million barrels per day in 1970. Other... now at 600,000... and then some. Oil is the source of the rapidly growing demand... mainly for aviation fuels in the United States.

---

**Shirts are Radically New**

Revised, October 1, 1971. The Idaho Argonaut is published bi-weekly. The Idaho Argonaut is an independent student publication. Friday, MARCH 11, 1971.

---

**Thawing out to serve you better**
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Election Season Is Opened; Sigma Nus Tap for IMC

By HUBERT BRIGHT

Sigma Nu members are set for the election season, with the installation of new leaders on the horizon. Sigma Nu is one of the many fraternities that will be holding elections in the coming weeks. The installation ceremony will be held in the coming weeks, with new leaders being sworn in and new members being welcomed to the fraternity.

SOCIAL NEWS

and features

N. Y. Fashion Careers School Is Offering 4 Fellowships

Fashion Careers School in New York is offering four fellowships to students in the fashion industry. The fellowships are designed to provide students with the opportunity to gain practical experience in the fashion industry, as well as to further their education in fashion studies.

Alpha Lambda Uets $25 From AWS For Deficit

The Associated Women Student's Aid (AWS) has donated $25 to the Alpha Lambda Uets to help defray some of their costs. The AWS is a national organization that provides financial assistance to students in need.

Rings 'N Things

ENGAGEMENTS

BONNER-JOHNSON

Adeline Hans, Monroe, was engaged by Donald C. Johnson, Pha, by tendering a ring at their engagement party last week.

CROWLEY-ROBERTS

Tom Crowley, McCandless, and Glenda Roberts, McCandless, announced their engagement at their engagement party last week.

HORNE-KRIZMAN

Margaret Horne, First, and Donald Krizman, First, announced their engagement at their engagement party last week.

HERON-CLARK

Jim Heron, Delta, and Gloria Clark, Beta, announced their engagement at their engagement party last week.

Rings 'N Things

UNIVERSITARIANS To Hear Kloper Talk on Psychology, Religion

Talk will be given at 8 p.m. in the University Center. The talk will be about the psychology and religion of universitarians. The universitarians are a religious group that is known for their strict adherence to a set of religious beliefs.

FOR YOUR GEM PHO

RUDY'S

STUDIO

24th & 6th

TU 77777

Need We Say More ??

Old Students Know It !!

New Students Find It Out !!

Best Bargains !!

Quality Merchandise !!

Buy The Red Tag !!

CREIGHTONS

QUICK SNACKS

For that quick sandwich and Fountain Soda stop en route to the University Center.

The NEST

30th University

Youthful! Lively! Fun! Music!

Play that music that makes you feel young!

Check your opinions against ELM's Campus Opinion Poll '81

1. How would you spend a $5000 inheritance?
   - (a) Travel
   - (b) Clothes
   - (c) College
   - (d) Investments

2. Should the faculty have the power to censor campus newspapers?
   - (a) Yes
   - (b) No

3. What's your favorite time for smoking?
   - (a) during ball sessions
   - (b) after class
   - (c) during a date
   - (d) anywhere there's a chance